
Schlage Lock Company

Primus™ High Security Cylinder

Background:

Schlage Lock Company, a partofworldwide Ingersoll-Rand, has been a recognized leader in

security and door hardware products forover sixtyyears. Underscoring its committment to

quality and innovation, Schlage has introduced the Primus Security System for commercial as

well as residential applicationswhere strict keycontrol is a neccessity.

Market:

Foryears property ownersand facilities managers havebeen plagued with the problem of

unauthorized key duplication. Turnover, loss, and theft inevitably deteriorate a building's

security as people gain access to keys they shouldn't possess. With an increasing numberof

customers concerned with restricting access to sensitive areas of their facilities, Schlage has

developeda product that upgrades an existing key system while avoiding the costly and time

consuming process of replacing entire locks. An advanced cylinder design coupledwith a unique

keyblank accountability program make Primus an attractive security system for the end user.

Primus joins a family of high performancesecurityproducts which make Schlage the

number one supplier in the commercial doorhardware market. Primus has already received

widespread acceptance from architects, contractors, locksmiths, business owners, and facilities

managers as a product which maybe specified for new projects or used as a simple, cost effective

means of upgrading an existing security system.

Product:

Operating Principle

In addition to operating as a standard pin tumbler cylinder, Primus utilizes an additional

locking mechanism. Each cylinder is machined toaccept a "side bar" and a set of (5) "finger

pins." The finger pins, which come in 6 angular configurations are aligned by a patented milling
on the side of the key which allow the side bar to retract and create an additional shear line

within thecylinder. Theside-bar and finger pins, in conjunction with Schlage's conventional 6

pin keying system, provide two independent locking mechanisms that are operated
simultaneously by a specially designed Primus key.

-more-



The Primus product line includes a choice of two types of security cylinders, the 20-500

High Security Series with U.L. 437 listing and the 20-700 Controlled Access Series. Each is

completely compatible with the otherand maybe keyed into the same masterkey system and

operated by a single Primus key. Primus cylinders are available for cylindrical, mortise and

rim lock applications.

The 20-500 U.L. version cylinder is specially designed tobe highly resistant to virtually all

forms of physical attack. The cylinder's internal mechanisms are protected by 5 hardened drill

pinsin the cylinder housing. Hardened core topandbottom pins provide an additional

anti-drilling feature.

Clearly, one of the product's benefits lie with its ability to inexpensively increase the

security of an existing installation. The product's compatibility with Schlage'sA, B,C/D, E, H,

and Lseries locks coupled with the ability of the Primus key to operate both Primus and

non-Primus cylinders make it the perfect choice for enhancing a facility's security system. It

should be notedthatthose keys thatoperate the standard cylinders will notentera Primus

cylinder.

Patent Protected

To guard against unauthorized key duplication Schlage holds a patent on the Primus

side-milled keyblank as well as its manufacturing process. The special side bit milling feature of

the Primus key isachieved oncustom Schlage machinery and can only be obtained from the
factory.

Furthermore, the revolutionary dual-locking feature of the Primus cylinder greatly

enhances security by rendering traditional lock picking and "raking" methods virtually
ineffective.

Security Levels

Primus delivers a strict key blank distribution and accountability program which is

available in four "levels of security." Thus, acustomer can tailor the degree ofkey blank

accessibility to suitvarious needs for security andconvienence.

Key blanks with the side bit milling are distributed only to authorized Primus Centers. Key
blanks are strictly accounted for with special registration procedures by the factory or
distributor depending upon the given security level.

-more-



Security Level One- At this level Primus keyblanks are only available from certified

Primus ICenter locksmiths thereby providing theconvenience oflocal servicing. Key control is

achieved with personal registration cards which are verified before additional keys are issued.

Level One has applications in both commercialand residential markets.

Security Level Two- For stricter key control applications, this level has been allocated

an exclusive side milling combination. Key duplication is available through Primus distributors

and is regulated by registration cardand personal signature. Masterkeying is available at a

distributor or factory level for new and existing systems.

Level Two is targeted for thoseapplications requiring local key stocking with a greater

degree of key control.

Security Level Three- This level isdifferentiated by factory control ofthe key blanks

and a selected side milling combination. Keys, keying, project information, and owner's

signature are maintained at Schlage. Duplicate keys may beobtained by theowner upon

presentation of his or her identification cardwhich isverified for proper signature. Aspecial

order form is also required. All keying is done at the factory.

Level Three is ideal for highly sensitive applications requiring factory control of the

keyblanks.

Security Level Four- This level is intended for extremely strict key control applications

such as highly sensitive government and institutional applications. The Primus key system and

records are controlled bySchlage. Level Four uses exclusive side milling combinations for each

Piojecl. Duplicate keys are obtained byspecial orderand upon presentation of an identification

card which is verified by signature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

WELCOMETO THE PRIMUS CYLINDER TRAINING MANUAL. The Primus High
Security System from Schlage is the latest in the "state of the art" for mechanical
cylinders. It combines the best features of our conventional pin tumbler cylinders with
a second locking system using a sidebar.

The Primus System not only introduces an exciting new product to the lock
industry, but with it come some new definitions and terminology. Primus is truly a
security product and with it comes additional responsibilities not only for the Schlage
Lock Company, but for the dealers, distributors, locksmiths and, of course, the end user.
As you proceed through this manual please keep in mind that KEY CONTROL and SECURITY
OF KEYING INFORMATION take precedence over allaspects of the process from
manufacturing through final delivery to the customer. At first some of the requirements
contained herein may be considered inconvenient, however, every effort will be made to
keep all aspects of the process as simple as possible while meeting the security
requirements.

This manual is organized in modular form to allow its usage to be tailored to
specific audiences. The manual will be updated from time to time to reflect any additions
and changes to the product. Your comments will be appreciated and should be forwarded
to Gary Baumann, Commercial Marketing Department, Schlage Lock Company, P.O. Box
193324, San Francisco, CA 94119-3324
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II. MODULE 1 - THE PRODUCT

A. DESCRIPTION

The Primus High Security Cylinder system combines two technologies. First the
conventional six pin tumbler cylinder and, second, a sidebar controlled by a set of five
"finger pins". Each locking action is independent of the other yet one key controls both
actions. This "dual locking" action makes this cylinder highly "pick resistant". The
Primus key consists of a standard Schlage six pin key that has a "side bit milling"
imposed on one side. The top (or standard bitting) is exactly the same in all
specifications as any Schlage pin tumbler key. The "side bit milling" wave form is what
operates the "finger pins" that create the "shear line" for the sidebar. This "side bit
milling" is cut by specialized milling cutters at the factory only and is "patent
protected" as part of the cylinder assembly.

The Primus cylinder provides a great deal of flexibility for new and many
existing key systems. Of particular benefit, is the ability to upgrade a key system to
whatever extent necessary allowing an owner to maintain "one key" integrity while
concurrently enhancing the security of an installation. A critical feature of the Primus
System is the ability to have one key that operates both conventional and Primus
cylinders.

The cylinder is manufactured in two different versions, the '"CONTROLLED
ACCESS" 20-700 series and the UL Listed 20-500 series.

1. CONTROLLED ACCESS

The "CONTROLLED ACCESS" 20-700 series version of the Primus Cylinder
possesses all of the mechanical advantages of the Primus System - "dual locking" and
the"patent protected" keys. This cylinder is fully compatible with other Primus
Cylinders as well as conventional cylinders. It provides the ability to achieve "key
control" in situations where maximum security against physical attack is not required.

2. UL LISTED

The Primus "UL Listed" 20-500 series cylinder is recommended when
resistance to drilling and picking is of utmost importance. This version of the cylinder
includes all the elements of the 20-700 series, but is significantly strengthened by the
addition of five hardened drill rods in the cylinder plug. In the mortise and rim cylinde
units, there are hardened drill rods in the body as well. Further, the bottom and top
combinating pins have have hardened inserts with in the pins.
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B. TECHNICAL DETAILS

Below are figures 1 and 2.

(My \-
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You can see in figures 1 and 2 that the cylinders are very similar to other
Schlage standard cylinder units. In fact few components are the same though. All
Primus cylinder bodies must be broached to form the locking groove for the sidebar.
Therefore, standard cylinders cannot be converted to Primus by merely changing
cylinder plugs. Also, because of the sidebar slot in the side of the cylinder plug two
other critical changes occur. One, the position of the cap pin and cap pin spring have
been rotated 90 degrees clockwise (viewed from the back of the cylinder). Two, for the
same reason, cams are fastened to the back of the cylinder plug by only one screw (right
side when viewed from the back of the cylinder).
As a result existing cylinder bar drivers and cams will not work on Primus cylinders.

In the case of the "A body" there is a new family of cylinder bar drivers and bars.
In most cases these new driver assemblies have two locations for the cap pin - so they
become universal to both the Primus and standard cylinders. Mortise cylinder cams,
however, only have one screw hole and that hole is larger than the standard cam
configuration. On the following page listed under Parts is a table of the cylinder bar
drivers, bars, and cams for Primus:

Component list of Primus Unique Parts
Note 20-500 series plugs and bodies are not available as parts.

Plug, A.D 33-158- Need keyway & finish
Plug, Mortise 33-1 59- Need keyway, length and fin
Key Blank 35-157- Need keyway
Finger Pins

#1 34-001

#2 34-002

#3 34-003

#4 34-004

#5 34-005

#6 34-006

Finger Pin
Spring C603-951

Sidebar C603-950

Sidebar

Spring C603-952

Cam Screw B502-942 Mortise Cylinder
Cam "L"lock L583-153 Mortise Cylinder
Cam ARMS B502-944 Mortise Cylinder
Cam AR 4070 B502-945 Mortise Cylinder
Cam Std B502-948 Mortise Cylinder
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Standard Primus/UL Driver/

Cam

Cylinder

BarPrimus

20-001
20-500

20-700
B502-948

Cam Screw

B502-942

Mortise

Cylinder

30-001
20-587

20-787
L583-153

Cam Screw

B502-942

L Mortise

Cylinder

21-002
20-524

20-724
A301-337
w/driver *

A Locks

D (Bal)

21-002-122
20-524-122

20-724-122
A301-338
w/driver *

A Orbit

22-002
20-529

20-729
B502-949

Standard

Bars
B Locks

23-001
20-549

20-749
B502-310 C503-347

*

D Locks

23-013
20-550

20-750
B502-310 C503-347. DOly

20-022
20-510

20-710
B502-310 B502-899 Rim Cylinder

* REQUIRES C603-098 KE\ WAY BLOCKS GDISK

\

2. HOW TO ASSEMBLE THE CYLINDER.
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HOW TO ASSEMBLE SCHLAGE PRIMUS™ CYLINDERS

LOAD CYLINDER PLUG

1.
Slot Sidebar Springs

Cylinder Plug
Upside Oown

Insert sidebar springs (2) and sidebar into cylinder plug. Insert
cylinder plug UPSIDE DOWN into holding device with sidebar
engaging slot inholding device.

2.

Finger Pin Springs

Insert finger pin springs (5) into holes into bottom ol plug.

3.

Side Milling

Determine the correct linger pins lor each position as required bv
sidemilling ol keys.

4. Finger Pins
Captured ByKey

Insert linger pms while afoancmg key UPStbl OOMN mio cylinder
plug morder to capture pins mposition [KUmiMi hgni pressure
onlinger pms while inserting key)

With key fully inserted, rotate plug slightly toensure correct
selection ollinger pins. (Plug will not rotate ilwrong linger
pin{s) have beeninstalled.)

NOTE: When maslerkeying. use akey with the deepest cuts to
complete plug and body assembly. II no one single key allows all
bottom and master pins to be at or below theshear line, cut akey
to all 'fS cuts (deepest depth) lor final assembly.

6.
q _JjH Master Pins

Bottom Pins

Select bottom and master pins from key billing list and load
cylinder plug. Add asmall pinch olgraphite into plug holes.

LOAD CYLINDER BODY
(Illustrated using Schlage's #40-116 Loading Tool.)

7.

Determine stack height ol combined bottom and master pins and
select correct top pins tor each chamber (see chart).
Insert top pms and springs into appropriate holes in loading rod
Top
Pin 1 2 3

Slack
Height 0-3 4-6 7-9

\-ir\\M Tr\ ACOtri *r>i rnir r*\/i ik mm
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Slide sleeve onto loading rod Depress springs with kmle tip and
advance sleevealong rodto theguide groove.

Slide cylinder body onto loading rod Keep cylinder body slightly
rotated (about 15degrees)andpush sleeve oil until bodyis inline
with groove inloading rod. Remove sleeve.

Rotate cylinder body so that holes in loading rod align with holes in
cylinder body Usekmle to transler pms and springs into cylinder
body. Rotate cylinder bodytocaptuie pms and springs

ASSEMBLE CYLINDER PLUG AND BODY.

11.

Assembly Key
Fully Inserted

Maintain Pressure On

Side Bar While Removing

Remove cylinder plugfrom holder, with assembly keyfully
inserted, by maintaining pressure onsidebar.

Keep cylinder body slightly rotated andslide bodyontocylinder
plug. (When assembling mortise cylinders useopposite endol
loading rod.)

Rotate keyandplug to align bottom andtoppins. Maintain linger
pressure on cylinderplug face while removing key.

Complete cylinder assembly with cappin spring, cappin. driver
bar and cap (or mortise cylindercam).

HOW TO ASSEMBLE THE CYLINDER. Page 8
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C. PACKAGING

5/26/89

Packaging of Primus cylinders will be in individual boxes like the one below

SOCAGE.

PRIMUS

Each of the four security levels has a color assigned to it. The stripe on the box is
the color assigned to that level and matches the ID card as well. The colors are:

Level 1 Red

Level 1 Plus Red

Level 2 Orange
Level 3 Green

Level 4 Blue

This color coding is designed for ease in distinguishing various levels of product.
You n^ay also note that the level number is printed on the box just below the stripe on
the right hand side of the box.

Cylinders are packed one per box with keys as appropriate. NOTE: all Primus
cylinders are shipped as separate items. They are not shipped installed in the locks.
There will be further discussion of this point later in the section "HOW TO ORDER".
Cylinder boxes will be shipped 10 per shipper or 48 to a "B lock" sized case

The box labels are shown below:

Quantity:

Product: 20-700-2001
Finish: o26
Order Number: 1234567D
Keyset: AB22

Door: Door 398

1 (99)

SCHLAGE
Partc< v^rtJwxJe mgerso*-ftara

figure 8

iQuantit): 1 (32)
[Product: 20-500-CP
Finish: 626
Order Number:! 2 34 56 7f>
Keysets AAl

!Door: DR 92 Office

SCHLAGE
Pan O* «W3rt7wX» trqersoUbrx}

figure 9

PACKAGING

figure 10
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Figure 8 shows a standard Primus label for the 20-700 series "Controlled
Access" cylinder. Figure 9 shows the label UL-Listed label. Figure 10 is reserved for
the ULC (Canadian Label). The labels are very straight forward except for two specific
pieces of information.

The first is you will find a number in parentheses to the right of and on the same
line as the quantity. This number is the line item number of this box from the Schlage
acknowledgment and should be helpful in laying the order out for installation.

The second is that the symbol following the product number will normally be the
keyway of the cylinder. However, cylinders shipped on orders for levels 1, "Iplus, and
2 will be followed a four digit number (i.e. 20-500-2003). Those last four digits are
the same as the last four digits of the Primus Number when that number is a level 1,
1 "plus" or 2. The Primus Numbers in these levels will be 10 digits long, the last four
of which are the four on the label. This is done to simplify the match up of a user's card
with the inventoried stock. Note that level 3 and 4 orders will have standard keyway
designations in that same four.

A word of caution at this point. As a standard and for security reasons all Primus
keys furnished will have no factory markings on them. Therefore the user must be
careful to keep track of which key is which. Once they are separated from their
respective cylinders guaging the keys against a bitting list would be the only recourse to
straighten things out again.

D. KEYS AND KEYING

In this section we will discuss the keys, keyways and keying available in Primus.

1. GENERAL

The Primus cylinder was designed with several objectives. One is that it should
be compatible with as many of our existing key systems as possible. Another that the
key be able to be controlled at the option of the end-user. Further that special
machinery should not be required for the cutting of keys. Schlage has accomplished thes
objectives with respect to the key by creating a key that has a "side bit milling"
controlled and cut by the factory. At the same time allowing the standard top notching tc
be done on the same equipment that is currently being used to service other Schlage
systems. This allows maximum flexibility on the part of the end-user as well as the
servicing centers and locksmiths who will be maintaining the product.

In the realm of masterkey systems there are some new points to consider. It is
imperative that proper planning go into the design of masterkey systems. Due to the
security requirements and controls for the "side bit milling", expansion of a key systerr
is a very important issue. Realistic information must be furnished with the initial
order to serve as a guide to structuring the system. Obviously not every system should
be planned to key a large university campus, however, careful consideration must be
given to the owner's expectations so that the "side bit milling" reservations may be
properly made.
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AH too often orders are received with little or no useable information.

Statements such as 'provide for maximum expansion' or 'expansion to follow' provide
little help in determining what purpose a system should serve. Understandably, an
owner may not know every parameter. Please be as concise as possible when spelling
out new systems. It is possible to set up most any kind of key system when it is brand
new, but it is very difficult and expensive to redesign a system after installation.
Remember that all key systems have a finite number of combinations available to them.
The more judiciously they are used, the longer the functional life of the system.

Cross keying is one of the most abused, misused and destructive forces in a key
system. It is extremely expensive to the total keying budget by ruling many
combinations out as unuseable except in that special circumstance. Cross keying is
difficult to maintain when changes must be made to a system. DON'T DO IT. The 20-50(
series cylinder (UL Listed) will not be crosskeyed if that keying implies leaving pin
chambers empty or stacking more than two master pins in a chamber. USE TWO
KEYS!! Do not "people key" i.e.that is-try to have every person carry only one key. I
does not work and provides poor security to the facility. Some locations (San Francisco
for one) have made it illegal to put an operated cylinder on any perimeter door of a
multi-unit residential building or complex.

2. KEYWAYS

Primus cylinders are available in many keyways. For each Primus keyway ther
is a compatible standard keyway. There is downward compatibility from the Primus
keyway to the standard. This means that Primus keys may be cut at any level within a
key system to operate existing cylinders while the existing key will not operate the
Primus cylinder otherwise keyed to the same group. Remember, too, that every keyway
that is a Primus keyway is brand new. Even though they have a link to standard
cylinders, they are different.

There is not a Primus keyway for every keyway in the Schlage inventory.
Schlage currently has four keyway families:

OBVERSE This family has the standard keyways C thru G with and
masterkey sections H, J, and K, and L. This family is fully
Primus capable with the exception of the L key. Because of the
design of the key and the fact that it is manufactured in stainless
steel, L section will not be available. There is the possibility thai
systems which have existing L section top keys would have to
carry one or more of the lower level keys to cover all of the
keyways used in the system.

The names of the Primus Obverse sections are easily formed by
simply adding the letter "P" to the existing keyway. C becomes
CP, CE becomes CEP and so forth. Understand thatonly the
Primus cylinders and keys bear this new nomenclature.

5/26/89 GENERAL Page 11
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Obverse keyways are available at all security levels.

At this time only CP and EP keyways and the HP masterkey are
available for sale. FP keyway will be the next available
approximately July 15, 1989. GP.EFP.CEP and FGP will follow.
All obverse keyways should be available by November 15, 1989.
These will be announced as they come on line.

REVERSE Reverse keyways are not available in Primus at this time.

PARACENTRIC The Paracentric (numbered) keyways are not compatible with
the Primus System due to the configuration of the keysection.

QUAD LETTER Quad Letter is a brand new family of keyways. These keyways are
very highly restricted and are absolutely reserved. For security
reasons keyway arrays will not be published. These keyways are
fully compatible with the Primus System. Use of the Quad Letter
keyways must be approved by the Schlage National Sales Manager
and must be factory keyed. These keyways are only available In
levels three and four.

NOTE

IN ALL CASES WHERE KEY BLANKS ARE FURNISHED TO THE DEALER OR END .

USER, THEY WILL ALREADY BE SIDE BIT MILLED. NO COMPLETELY BLANK KEYS ARE
AVAILABLE FOR ANY PURPOSE WHATSOEVER. FURTHER MULTI-SECTION KEYS SUCH AS
HP, JP AND KP WILL ONLY BE FURNISHED AS FACTORY FULLY CUT KEYS. NO SIDE BIT
MILLED KEYS WILL BE SHIPPED UNCUT IN THESE SECTIONS. IF A USER DOES HIS OWN
KEYING, HE MUST ORDER ANY MULTIPLE KEYSECTION KEY FROM THE FACTORY.

IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS ON THE PLANNING OF A KEY SYSTEM PLEASE
CONTACT THE SCHLAGE PRIMUSCENTER ANDWE WILL BE HAPPY TO WORK WITHYOU
TO ENSURE YOUR USER'S NEEDS IN KEYING ARE MET.

3. SIDE BIT MILLING

The "side bit milling" is the heartbeat of the Primus Cylinder. The "side bit
milling" is the wave form cut into the side of the key which forms the combination for
the finger pins. It is completely separate from the standard pin tumbler combinating.
The SBM controls the finger pins which must be elevated and rotated to form the shear
line for the sidebar. It also provides a much larger number of independent
non-overlapping key systems. While there are many "side bit millings" they do not pla
a role in the combinating of a particular system. The "side bit milling" is a constant
throughout any one key system.

The "side bit milling" allocations are the basis of the four security levels in the
Primus cylinder. They are as follows:

5/26/89 KEYWAYS Page 12
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Keys and Components are stocked by Locksmiths/distributors
Obverse keyways only (CP - GP keyways)

Level 1 2 SBMs per obverse keyway Nationwide No HP.JP, or KP
Level 1"Plus" 1 SBM per distributor Time zone No HP, JP.or KP
Level 2 S tock 1 SBM per distributor Time zone HP.JP and KP allowei
Level 2 M kd 1 SBM per distributor Time zone HP.JP and KP allowei

Keys and Components shipped directly to end-user
Absolutely no Locksmith/distributor stocking
All keyways available

Level 3 1 SBM per system Geographic by two digit Zip
Level 4 (T) 1 SBM exclusive/system Time Zone
Level 4 (N) 1 SBM exclusive/system Nationwide

4. KEYING NOMENCLATURE

The Schlage Lock Company recommends the use of the NBHA/DHI standardized ke
symbols. The Primus Cylinder can be ordered concurrently with other Schlage producl
on a single order. Standard key symbols should be used to indicate the keying. The key
symbols should not be used to delineate where Primus cylinders occur within a system.
If a Primus cylinder is to be used in a given location make sure that the proper cylindei
number is shown. Remember that the Primus key AA1 will operate Primus cylinder
AA1 as well as the standard cylinder AA1. However, the reverse is not true. Be carefu
in special keying applications to make sure you have not specified a standard key to oper
a Primus cylinder.

5. CONSTRUCTION KEYING

Primus cylinders cannot be construction keyed. Where necessary locks may be
furnished with temporary cylinders during construction. Full credit will be given on
the temporary cylinders less the standard construction keying charge. Further, by
policy, Primus cylinders will not be shipped by the factory installed in the locks. They
will always be shipped separately.

6. KEY COMBINATIONS AND TRANSCRIPTS

It is absolutely necessary that factory masterkey systems that are to be
maintained in the field be combinated by our masterkey department to ensure our
records are complete.

Procedures are currently being worked out to support additional combinations
for factory combinated systems in a timely manner. Further information will be
forthcoming along with an authorization form that an owner may execute to allow
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transmittal of keying information. Once a key system has had a Primus order added to i
all further requests for combinating information must be authorized by the owner for
Levels 3 and 4 and by the dealer for Levels 1 thru 2. No information will be given over
the telephone.

The Schlage Lock Company has the KSC(Key Systems Chart) available for
purchase as a standard product for those who want to be able purchase a masterkey
system as a tool to do local masterkeying. Factory orders cannot be combinated against e
KSC chart.

E. HOW TO ORDER

How to order Is probably one of the most important aspects of the Primus
product. As a matter of policy Primus cylinders will be shipped separately from the
locks, however, both may be entered on the same order. Every new system or first time
dealer/distributor order must have a Primus Signature Card (Form MS E 130) and a
Primus Facesheet (Form MS E 120). These forms are mandatory for processing of the
order. Subsequent orders only require the Primus facesheet (SIGNED!) See FORMS in
module 2.

Stocking orders may have different Primus Numbers included on a single order.
This applies to Levels 1 thru 2 only. Levels 3 and 4 must have only be one Primus
Number per order.

On non-stock orders (masterkeyed too), the Primus cylinder should immediately
follow the lock in which it will be installed. This will ensure that it receives the same

door/heading information that it's lock does and allows the editors to double check that
the correct cylinder is ordered. If the lock being ordered does not require a temporary
cylinder then order it as an "LD" or "L". If a temporary cylinder is required then order
the lock as a "PD" or "P" and specify the keying, i.e. KA GRP 1.

EXAMPLES:

NO TEMPORARY CYLINDER

1 D50LD OLY 613 10-025
1 20-550 606 AA1

WITH TEMPORARY CYLINDER

1 L9453P 03A 613 KAGRP1
1 20-587 613 118 AA1

STOCKING ORDERS

10 20-524-2001 606 "0" bitted
Note that in this example the number 2001 is in the keyway location of the part
number. For Levels 1 thru 2 this four digit number is the last four of the ten
digit Primus number. These four digits represent the Level, Keyway and SBM.
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Do not forget to include all of the keying parameters (ref: KEYS AND KEYING).
Most importantly remember to order the masterkeys and grandmaster keys as
appropriate. Since a Primus system may have both standard and Primus keys, the order
must spell out exactly how many of each type of masterkey for each masterkey set. It
works if you forget to order the standard masterkeys and only order Primus, but not the
other way around. A new "Keying Specifications" sheet is being prepared to include a
Primus portion.

F. WHAT TO ORDER

This section is provided just as helping hints. Every Primus Cylinder is
available in two versions, the 20-700 "Controlled Access" version and the 20-500
series (UL Listed - includes drill hardening) The last two digits of the part number are
the same for both versions for a given cylinder i.e. 20-724 and 20-524. Refer to the
chart following for a cross reference of cylinders.

A LOCKS A locks are very straight forward. Most A locks have six pin
cylinders and the Primus cylinder will fit right in place of the existing cylinder. The
only caution here is to be sure that you are not working with an older five pin lock. If
you are you should include a new knob part #01-018 in the design and finish required.

20-524 20-724 are the A lock cylinders. These
cylinder units are only available in 606 or 626 finish.

B LOCKS This is the most difficult of the locks to consider. There are
several vintages of B Lock in the field. Be sure which one you are working with. You
may only need the actual "A" body style (20-529/729) cylinder to go in the universal
housing, or you may need the entire body (20-530/730 outside or 20/531/731
inside) for older models. And if the installation is real old, you may be in the days of
wrought bodies where the housing had screw posts. In this case you will need the full
cylinder (20-530/730) and a new thumbturn and mounting screws or double
cylinders. At this point a new lock may be easier.
B500 series locks use the 20-529/729 in 626 finish for both sides.
The 20-529/729 cylinder units are only available in 606 or 626 finish.
The 20-530/730 or 20-531/731 which include the housing and faceplate are
available in the standard "B" finishes.

DLOCKS These are straight forward. The driver on the D Primus cylinder
has two cap positions to allow either horizontal (standard) or vertical(D Oly) use of the
cylinder. Note indicator cylinders are not available in Primus

20-54 9 20-749 standard D
20-55 0 20-750 D Oly

These cylinder units are only available in 606 or 626.
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E LOCKS E lock cylinders are a whole replacement. The part number
includes the complete cylinder, trim ring and driver bar.

20-567 20-767 finishes per standards for E locks.

H LOCKS Follow the A and B portions above as appropriate.

L LOCKS This is fairly clean though there are several varieties of cylinder.
The main thing here is the cylinder length (1 1/8" for standard sectional trim and 1
3/8" for escutcheon trim assuming 1 3/4" doors)

20-587 20-787 finishes standard for mortise

cylinders. Additional varieties here include the concealed cylinder and holdback
cylinder.

MORTISE CYLINDERS are available in several configurations of cam - see price
book. Need length and correct part number to obtain correct cam.

RIM CYLINDERS.

20-509/510 20-709-710
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III. MODULE 2 - THE ADMINISTRATION

A. THE LEVELS

The Primus High Security System is designed to meet the needs of various users.
With the idea that different facilities require different levels of key control, Schlage has
developed four primary security levels. These levels offer the end-user the opportunity
to select the level best for his needs. Concurrently the levels provide different forums
for distribution as well. The following is a summary of the four levels:

LEVEL 1 This level has two sections to it. The first is for the general
locksmith community and requires minimum record keeping and
provides a standard "side bit milling" on a keyway by keyway
basis. This level provides stock on hand for the user and only
requires the ID Card and key for duplication or additions to the
system. All keying is local at this level. The locksmith must keep
records of his users and the keys he provides them including
masterkey records.

LEVEL 1 PLUS This is the second part of level one. This level is again provided to
the locksmith, but on a more restricted basis. The SBMs in this
level are exclusive to the distributor servicing the locksmith
within the time zone, but are issued on the same basis as standard
level 1 (two per keyway) This level directly links a given key
systemto a particular Primus I Center. Protection to the end user
is provided both through agreement with an alternative source
available if required. All keying is local at this level. The
locksmith must keep records of his users and the keys he provides
them including masterkey records. This level is a stocking level
and requires an initial purchase of $2500.00 list. Level 1 ID
Cards are used on this level with the signature block.

LEVEL 2 This level is also split. Level 2S and 2M are formed. The
difference between the 2S and 2M is simply the barrier between

, what is locally originated and what is factory masterkeyed. Each
of the these two levels has one SBM per Primus II Center per time
.zone. There is a level 2 ID Card. In level two the SBM is the same
for all keyways. This level is designed for stocking. The
distributor may stock components for both 2S and 2M, however,
he is responsible for all keying in level 2S and the record keeping,
but must get additional combinations from the factory for any
servicing to the 2M side. He may do the 2M work in his center.
This level provides a higher level of key control and introduces
multi-keyway systems when required. HP, JP and KP are
available on this level.

LEVEL 3 This level benchmarks the departure from stocked material and
creates a direct link between the specific job and the Schlage Lock
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Company with respect to the delivery of material. The dealer may
not stock any of this product. If the owner chooses to have the
dealer do his service work, he must take delivery of the material
and make the arrangements locally. Further, for clarification,
this level may be shipped zero bitted. Factory controlled refers to
the components, not mandatory factory masterkeying. The SBM at
this level is allocated at one per system per two-digit zip code. ID
Cards at this level now become job specific.

LEVEL 4 This level is also split. For extra upfront charges the customer
has the opportunity to have exclusivity of his '"side bit milling"
for either a time zone or nationwide. All attributes of level 3

apply to level four for delivery of product and extension of the
key system. In both levels 3 and 4 additions to the system should
be made through the factory.

B. THE ID CARD

The ID Cards are the end-users "authority key" to servicing his Primus Key
System. The card is formatted similar to a credit card with the Primus Number
embossed on it along with a signature panel on the back. In levels 1,1 PLUS and 2 the
cards are generic within that locksmith/distributor. The Level 3 and 4 cards are issued
by the factory and are job/system specific.

The ID cards are color coded the same as the packaging and have a matching logo
with the box. The colors are stripe are:

LEVEL 1 RED

LEVEL 1 PLUS RED

LEVEL 2 ORANGE

LEVEL3 GREBJ

LEVEL4 BLUE

In levels 1 thru 2 the Primus Number is a ten-digit number. The first six are
the distributor identifier and the last four are the four digit code referred to earlier.
This code represents the level, keyway and "side bit milling" for that system. The four
digit code appears on the labels of the keys and cylinders to simplify the match up from
the dealers stock. These cards are ordered in bulk by the Primus Centers and are issued
by them to the end-user

Levels 3 and 4 have six-digit Primus Numbers. The additional four digits are not
required since no components from this level may be locally stocked. These cards are
job/system specific and are shipped directly to the end-user by the Schlage Lock
Company. The cards are otherwise similar in format to the other ID Cards and bear a
signature panel on the back.
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C. PRIMUS CENTER

The Primus Center is the internal Schlage organization for the Primus High
Security Cylinder system. This is the place where the "side bit millings" are controlled.
All administrative actions will be cleared through this office. All orders for the Primus
product pass through this facility to be reviewed for correct authority (signatures) and
verify the dealer is cleared for a given level of product. All requests for changes of
record must be made through this office. Procedures for change of authority, bitting
lists, etc will be handled here.

The mailing address is:

Schlage Lock Company
Primus Center

P.O. Box 193324

San Francisco, CA 94119-3324

Telephone 1 (415) 467-1100 Ext. 5211

D. PRIMUS ADMINISTRATOR

The Primus Adminstrator is Mr. Ricardo Llm. His function is to operate the
Primus Center and is responsible for the managing the various authorities needed by the
Primus process. Inquiries regarding Primus should be directed to him. He is not an
order expeditor.

E. FORMS

PRIMUS FORMS

There are three Primus forms which are necessary for the processing of Primus orders.
These forms are immediately available through the DSC. The forms are:

MS E 130 PRIMUS SIGNATURE CARD

MS E 120 PRIMUS FACESHEET

.. MS E 110 RESTRICTED KEY ORDER FORM

MS E 130 Primus Signature Card. This is the critical form for all orders processed
through the factory. This form creates the authority by which we may process a
customer order and MUST accompany the initial order. This signature card is the End
User/System Owner's authority document and must be executed by them. A dealer may
not execute the form on behalf of his customer. Once on file in the Schlage Primus
Center, this form is a permanent record until superseded by a newer form. Note that on
the reverse there is provision for special instructions. Restrictions may be placed on
certain signers i.e. only authorized cut change keys, can only order cylinders etc.

The minimum acceptable information is the:

Primus Security Level
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Project Information (This must be complete with actual
facility address and MUST have the Zip Code.)

Authorized Signature(s) One signature (In multiple
signature cases, the first signature will be regarded as the
Primary Authority - able to control the other signers on
the form.)

On orders that were received prior to the availability of the form, the Schlage Primus
Center has sent out Primus Signature Cards to the dealers to be completed. These initial
orders are being processed, but will not be shipped until a completed form has been
signed.

MS E 120 Primus Facesheet must accompany all orders except orders for keys only.
Form MS E 110 may be used for cut keys only in lieu of this form. All information on
this form is required.

The minimal acceptable information is:

Dealer Information - self explanatory

Primus Security Level must be checked for new systems
and is found on the Primus ID Card for existing systems.

Project Information is assumed to be the same as the
original job but is helpful for multi-building facilities.
Name and phone number for clarifications is important for
this specific order.

Primus System for this order is either new or existing. If
NEW, a Primus Signature Card for MS E I30 must be
attached. If existing the Primus number from the ID card
must be shown. In both cases an original signature must be
present. Facsimile signatures are not acceptable. An
owner may not delegate this authority.

Ship to Address must be to the owner for levels three and
four. It may not be to a dealer or to a locksmith oranyone
else. If this address does not match the project address the
order will be challenged. If an owner has an agreement
with anyone else to install, key, or otherwise maintain his
system, it is the owner's responsibility to ship the
material to that location after he has received the material.
The Schlage Lock Company WILL NOT accept any other
instructions. Levels one and two are stocking levels and
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will be shipped to the dealer.

MS E 110 Restricted Key Order Form. This form is used to order cut keys and key
blanks only anddnly one line item per form. When ordering it is important to
remember that Primus Keys do not bear any marking as a factory standard. Therefore,
we must have th&ekeyset name that was on the original order for the particular key being
ordered. If this iscriot known, then we must have the bitting of the key (not the side bit
milling). Primus keys can be guaged the same as any other Schlage pin tumbler key. All
Primus users mus^be cautioned to keep records of the original keyset names used to
manufacture their1order as this is the only means for the user and Schlage to
communicate whicfrr key is being transacted. (Remember, we will stamp the keyset name
on the keys at outfStandard key stamping charges if the customer so orders)

Minimum information required:

All information is required on this form.
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IV. MODULE 3 - PRIMUS DEALER RESPONSIBILITIES

The Primus dealer has several responsibilites while participating in the Primus
program. These responsibilities are:

1. To fulfill his agreements with the distributor and Schlage.

2. To maintain at least one trained person on staff to service
the Primus System

3. To provide locked security of the product, particularly
keyblanks

4. To maintain records of Primus users to account for the

keys produced, keys destroyed and all keying information.
The Primus l/lI Centers are required to keep these
records, but may use their own system. Schlage will work
with any distributor to assist them in establishing a record
keeping system if required.

5. To preserve the integrity of all Schlage factory established
masterkey systems. Combinations are available through
the sales department and Primus Center. Note that an
authority line must be established by the owner for
combinations to be provided to a dealer for service work.

6. To immediately report any violation of the rights of the
Schlage Lock Company and/or its patents to the Schlage
Primus Center
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V. MODULE 4 - THE SALESMAN
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VI. MODULE 5 - THE CUSTOMER SERVICE REP
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VII. MODULE 6 - SALES ORDER PROCESSING
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VIII. GLOSSARY

5/26/89

CROSS KEYING

FINGER PIN

KEY GROUP

KEYSET

KEY SYMBOL

OBVERSE KEYWAYS

PARACENTRIC

KEYWAYS

PRIMUS

ADMINISTRATOR

PRIMUS CENTER

PRIMUS I CENTER

PRIMUS II CENTER

Cross Keying is the deliberate process of combinating a
cylinder (usually in a master key system) to two or more
different keys which would not normally be expected to
operate it together.

A "Finger Pin" is the name given to the pins that interface
with the Schlage Primus Key and form the shear line for
the sidebar to unlock.

The Key Group is the name to a given to any specific key in
a key system, i.e. AA1, AA2,1AA, GGM1, etc. Used by
Schlage interchangeably with Keyset (appears on the
Primus Label)

Keyset is synonymous with Key Group

The Key Symbol is the symbol that represents the name of
a Key Group or Keyset. They are usually one and the same.

The Obverse Keyways are the standard Schlage keyways. C
thru G keyways and H,J,K&L key sections are the
components of this family.

The Paracentric Keyways are a family of restricted
keyways. These keyways are also known as the "numbered"
keyways.

The Primus Administrator is the individual in the Schlage
Primus Center responsible for the management of the
Primus key systems.

The Primus Center is the Primus internal Schlage Lock
Company administration center for the Primus System.
This activity controls the authority for all Primus orders
and the]"side bit milling"

A Primus I Center is an authorized dealer/locksmith who
handles level one or level one plus Primus products.

A Primus II Center is an authorized distributor who

handles level 2 Primus products.

PRIMUS FACTORY The Primus Factory is the Schlage Lock Company
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PRIMUS ID CARD

PRIMUS NUMBER

QUAD KEYWAYS

REVERSE KEYWAYS

SIDEBAR

SBM

SIDEBAR SPRING

SIDE BIT MILLING

manufacturing cell for the Primus product,
the San Francisco plant.

It is located in

The Primus ID Card is a plastic embossed card with the
Primus Number and the level of the system shown. It has a
signature block on the back and is used for additions to the
system

The Primus Number is a six or ten digit number that is the
serial number of a Primus High Security Cylinder key
system.This number is not the same as the "R" or registry
number used on masterkey systems. The Primus Number
appears on the Primus ID Card and is used as part of the
authority line for additions to the system.

The Quad Keyways are a new family of Schlage keyways
developed in conjunction with the Primus Project. They
are highly restricted keyways.

The Reverse Keyways are the reverse of the obverse
family.

The Sidebar is the locking device that extends along the
plug projecting beyond its circumference and prevents
rotation of the plug by engaging the cylinder body.

Abbreviation for Side Bit Milling.

The Sidebar Spring is the spring that thrusts the side bar
away from the cylinder plug.

The "side bit milling" is the wave form imposed on the side
of the Schlage Primus Key which interfaces with the finger
pins that control the sidebar.

VISUAL KEY CONTROL Visual Key Control is the specification that all keys and/or
cylinders be stamped with the Key Group symbols.

X "X" is the standard prefix used with Key Symbols to
indicate Cross Keying, i.e. XAA1 etc.
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